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What is Open Access?
•

•

•

Closed Access: paying for content

–

In the past: printed journals with print subscriptions until 90s

–

Today: mostly e-journals with online subscriptions since 1995

–

Libraries pay licensing fees to publishers to offer institutional access

Open Access: content freely available
–

Gold Open Access (Open Access journals and books)

–

Green Open Access (self-archiving)

–

Hybrid Open Access (Open Access for individual articles)

Access to scholarly literature is mostly restricted to paying customers and not available to the general
public over the internet. 1 scientific article costs around 30$. 1 month of streaming subscription costs
around 10$

Definition of Open Access as per the Berlin Declaration
Open access contributions must satisfy two conditions:

1) The author(s) and right holder(s) of such contributions grant(s) to all users a free, irrevocable, worldwide,
right of access to, and a license to copy, use, distribute, transmit and display the work publicly and to make and
distribute derivative works, in any digital medium for any responsible purpose, subject to proper attribution of
authorship […]
2) A complete version of the work […] is deposited […] in at least one online repository […] “
Source: https://openaccess.mpg.de/Berliner-Erklaerung

Advantages of Open Access
•

Science as public good

•

Reproducibility and reusability

•

Knowledge transfer: advantages for businesses and society

•

Knowledge integration

•

Fast and efficient dissemination of research

•

Increased visibility

Some criticism
•

Open Access mandates: "Forced" Open Access

•

Lack of journal reputation

•

Predatory publishing

•

High article processing charges

•

…

The Web of Science Group believes that open science/open research
initiatives will help science be more efficient, improve research
outcomes, and establish public confidence in science.
As a producer of publisher neutral resources, we are uniquely
positioned to provide data and services to help institutions meet
the goals of open science initiatives.
Our goal is to help institutions comply with funding mandates,
measure impacts, and improve research efficiency.

Supporting your Open
Science initiatives,
with publisher neutral,
reliable and trusted data.

Open Science

Open Access publications

Web of Science
Web of Science helps you find full text from quality Open Access journals
and measure the impact of your institution’s investment in Open Access.

Journal Citation Reports

Master Journal List

VIVO Services

In addition to the profile
information of journals, the
proportion of Open Access
content is also visualised.

A searchable list of Web of
Science journals, containing
submission, Open Access
and peer review data.

We are a corporate sponsor
of VIVO, an Open Source
web application used to
showcase institutions.

EndNote Click

Data Citation Index

Publons

Single click access to full
text via both subscription
content and Open Access.

Providing quick access to
research data. We are also
DataCite members, and
endorse the Force 11 joint
declaration on data citation.

Publons provides a free
profile solution for
researchers and reviewers.
It is also pioneering the
Transparent Peer Review..

Open peer review

Open data

Open source code

Ethical issues

“Open Science” is an umbrella term
used to represent all forms of openness
in the scholarly research environment.

InCites B & A
Allows benchmarking and analysis of Open Access performance, across
individuals, organisations, funders, publishers and countries.
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Publisher neutral, reliable, trustworthy data
Web of Science Core Collection

• Comprehensive and
transparent curation and
selection criteria for
high-quality research, equally
applicable for all OA journals
• See selection details here

• See our Master Journal List for
transparent content detail

Our data powers national
assessment and evaluation
exercises, including UK REF,
Norway and Australia,
providing a reliable baseline
for measuring a core aspect of
research performance.
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Evolution of Open Access Identification in the Web of Science
Direct access to full text for the best available, legal, peer-reviewed OA content

2014
• Clarivate starts
tagging OA
Publications in the
DOAJ Journals
• Incomplete: limited
to Gold
• 2 M Records
identified (Core
Collection only)

2017
• Clarivate
partners with
Impactstory (now
Our Research) providing a
generous grant

2018
• Complete OA
identfication on
the whole Web of
Science platform
• Legal, peerreviewed green,
hybride and
bronze content
identified along
with DOAJ and
other Gold

2020
• >16M OA
Records
identified on the
Web of Science
Platform
• Full OA metrics
added to InCites
B&A and Journal
Citation Reports
• APC fees added
to the Master
Journal List
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Web of Science
Our grant to Impactstory (now Our
Research) has enabled information
providers like us to present the
various types of Open Access. For
researchers, organisations and
funders to analyse. This
information is updated weekly.
The main links are displayed on
the search results page and all
Open Access links are made
available within the record (this is
across the whole platform, except
Derwent Innovation Index).

Filters are provided for all Open
Access types, enabling the focus
on particular sets of records.
~16M

38%

>6,400

publications with OA version

articles with OA version in last 5 years

OA Journals
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New Web of Science
(available in parallel)
Analyze Results provides an easy
way to see a picture of Open
Access within a topic, an
organisation, a funder, plus others.
Trends over time can also be seen.
Simply refine your results to get
the documents you want to
analyse and select the “Open
Access” option.
This example is the breakdown for
Canada over the past 10 years.
Both the visualization and the
tabular data can be download for
use in reports or further analysis.
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Web of Science
The Open Access Status can be
exported along with the other
metadata.
This can be done by selecting
the “Full Record” option from
the ‘Export’ button.

It can also be done by selecting
the “Open Access” option in
the ‘Marked List’ page, as
shown opposite.
The Open Access information is
also included in our Expanded
API.
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Web of Science
By exporting the data, you can
use other applications to
produce the bespoke analysis
and customised charts that you
need for your reports.
Two examples are shown
opposite.
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EndNote Click
(formerly Kopernio)

To get started:• Download the free Plugin (for Chrome, Firefox, Opera) from
https://click.endnote.com/ .

A Free browser plug-in.
One click access to Full Text.
Integrates with library
holdings.
Travels with the researcher.
Currently used worldwide by
over 750k researchers.

• Create your account (you could use your Web of Science or EndNote
credentials), optionally select your institution.
The Plugin can also be installed from EndNote 20.
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How does it work?
Looks up the DOI via library
subscription services (if
available) and Open Access
sources.
One-click access to PDFs on
article pages.
Also integrates with the
institution’s link resolvers via
OpenURL, to avoid ‘dead ends’.
Works on thousands on
websites.
Article page on a journal website
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How does it work?

Also provides one-click
access to PDFs from some
search results pages.

Web of Science

PubMed
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The Smart Extension
Click the Plugin icon and see:• Title, Author, Journal, year
• Citation count from the
Web of Science Core
Collection
• The PDF version, source and
direct link.
Plus, have the ability to:• Open the PDFs in the
EndNote Click Locker
• Download the PDFs
• Export the PDFs to your
reference manager.
• Run a search on Web of
Science or PubMed.
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Data Citation Index

The challenge: Open Data in repositories
Enormous variation in searchability and data structure

Need for an overall search tool.

Clarivate develops the Data
Citation Index (DCI) – a pioneering
initiative to support Open Data.

2012: DCI is launched on the Web
of Science platform.

It has steadily grown since.
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Data Citation Index
The Data Citation Index provides
access to research data and
software.

•

Supports the discoverability of Open Data

More than 10M datasets, stored in
over 430 repositories.

• The Data Citation Index is the only citation index covering data sets,
studies, repositories and software

It indexes citations to the data and
promotes correct citation of data by
including “How to Cite This Data”
guidance.

• In addition to the citations provided by the repository, we include
citations from articles in Web of Science.

More that 90% of the content is
openly accessible.
We encourage anyone hosting a
data repository to submit it for
coverage, please send details to:repository.submission@clarivate.com

• Improves discovery, use, and attribution of data.
• Supports FAIR data sharing and the FORCE 11 Joint declaration on
data citation, as well as DataCite citation guidelines.
• We maintain close relationships with Research Data Alliance, DataCite,
and the Australian National Data Service.

• Integrated with the literature indexed in the Web of Science.
•

For a full list of repositories, see here:https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/master-data-repository-list/
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Data Citation Index
>430 repositories

>1.2 million Data Studies

>10 million Data Sets

Plus over 180K Software records

Links to the data source

Citation recommendations
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Journal Citation
Reports (JCR)
This was redesigned in 2018 to
provide a Journal Profile and
promote responsible metrics,
rather than just focusing on the
Journal Impact Factor.
For transparency, we have
provided easy access to the data
that goes to make up the Journal
Impact Factor.
We also provide filtering by Open
Access and clear Open Access
status indicators on the profiles.
Last year we added Open Access
Profiles, showing items and
citations to those items, broken
down by type of access .

The Gold OA label on the
profile page, refers to
papers tagged as DOAJ
Gold or Other Gold in
the Web of Science.
Bronze and Green are
included in Subscription
and free to read label.
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InCites B&A
Open Access status available
across the Web of Science
platform, is also included in
InCites, with 12 indicators.
This makes it possible to analyse
Open Access of all types: Gold or
Bronze (free content at a
publisher's website) and Green
(e.g., author self-archived in a
repository).
OA Filters and Visualizations are
also available.
The Open Access data is included
in exports and is in the APIs.
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Performance analysis
Open Access v
Subscription
A strong influencer in favour
of Open Access, is that the
citation metrices like % in
the Top 10% and Category
Normalize Citation Index
(CNCI) are generally higher
for Open Access
publications.
Here an organisation’s Open
Access and Subscription
output have been compared
on those two metrics.

Unit of Assessment
01 Clinical Medicine
02 Public Health, Health Services …
03 Allied Health Professions, Dentistry …
04 Psychology, Psychiatry, Neuroscience
05 Biological Sciences
06 Agriculture, Food and Veterinary Science
07 Earth Systems and Environ’ Sciences
08 Chemistry
09 Physics
10 Mathematical Sciences
11 Computer Science and Informatics
12 Engineering
13 Architecture, Built Environment …
14 Geography and Environmental Studies
15 Archaeology
16 Economics and Econometrics
17 Business and Management Studies
18 Law
19 Politics and International Studies
20 Social Work and Social Policy
21 Sociology
22 Anthropology and Development Studies
23 Education
24 Sports & Exercise, Leisure and Tourism
25 Area Studies
26 Modern Languages and Linguistics
27 English Language and Literature
28 History
29 Classics
30 Philosophy
31 Theology and Religious Studies
32 Art and Design: History

Publications
Open Access Subscription
3453
1368
1686
356
497
1658
2586
838
1880
1005
2091
638
363
1634
59
287
45
205
165
57
105
266
70
47
113
242
27
45
40
46
95

CNCI
Open Access Subscription
2.582
1.364
2.770
1.151

409
698
766
672
1174
921
755
769
492
2052
108
343
45
207
381
242
286
426
223
75
326
80
112
118
235
150
22
170
63
15

2.989
2.179
2.385
1.548
1.634
1.390
2.777
2.215
1.644
1.364
1.561
1.901
4.257
1.654
1.819
1.359
3.285
1.867
2.326
2.529
1.618
1.557
3.891
2.973
3.520
3.786
3.947

% in Top 10%
Open Access Subscription
24.327
12.573
23.250
11.236

0.920
1.132
1.030
0.776
1.241
1.131
1.109
1.275
1.276
1.054
1.049
1.253
1.345
0.983
0.987
0.802
1.192
0.923
1.343
0.970
1.322
0.987
1.266
1.724
1.509
2.314
1.222
1.376
1.285
1.048

20.926
21.291
24.323
14.916
19.255
15.423
22.477
18.339
18.457
14.443
16.949
25.784
37.778
16.098
22.424
17.544
26.667
17.669
25.714
23.404
13.274
18.182
22.222
26.667
35.000
26.087
35.789

9.046
11.891
11.097
5.506
11.499
11.944
9.801
11.183
10.163
8.967
6.481
10.496
17.778
8.696
8.661
5.372
12.238
9.390
13.004
9.333
11.963
8.750
13.393
18.644
10.213
13.333
4.545
12.941
11.111
6.667

33 Music, Drama, Dance, Performing …

14

87

1.463

1.049

14.286

8.046

34 Communication, Cultural and Media …

29

109

2.232

0.726

17.241

4.587
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Publons
For over 2 years, Publons has
linked up with a number of
publishers, to put into place the
first automated, scalable,
transparent peer review workflow.
The model…
• Is scalable and robust
• Requires minimal work from
the publisher
• Is a simple process for
researchers
• Provides reviewers, authors and
editors a 360° view of their
contribution
• Is GDPR compliant
https://publons.com/benefits/publ
ishers/transparent-review
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VIVO
Research producing organisations
can publicly and openly display
their contributions using research
portals partly fed by Web of
Science data.
Research portals can be built by
organisations, or can be open
source, such as VIVO.

https://clarivatevivo.com/

The Web of Science group is a
certified VIVO partner.
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Master Journal List
Last year saw the launch of a new
version of the Master Journals
List, providing easier access to
information, via type ahead search
boxes and a wide range of filters.
In addition, there are profiles for
each of the journals, containing
general information, full details on
Open Access, Peer Review process
and links to the Journal Citation
Reports for in depth information.
Match Manuscript has also been
added and this clearly shows
which journals are in the DOAJ.
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Example Use Case
Open Access usually involves APC
fees.

Using the “Corresponding Author
Position” in InCites, you can
identify the publications that
might have incurred fees.

These can be exported to Web of
Science to break them down by
journal…
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Example Use Case
Using Analyze Results in Web of
Science, number of documents in
each journal can be established
(either from the visualization or
the table).
Looking at the “Open Access
Information” panel for each
journal in the Master Journal List,
provides the APC fees.
The Analyze Results table could be
exported, to enable calculations
can be done on the data.
Note that these are the standard
publish APC fees and do not reflect
any individual deals.
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Additional Resources
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Useful resources
Our Open Access page
ISI Reports here
Research metrics in practice (view article)
Editorial Selection process
Understanding Journal Citation Reports Metrics
Web of Science Learning
Master Journal List
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